The closure problem generated by the molecular mixing term in the turbulent convection of scalars is studied . The statistical average of this term both in moment formulations and in th e probability density function (pdf) approach implicitly enloses the turbulence straining action on scalar gradients leading to a significant enhancement of the molecular dissipative effects . Previous pdf model equations are examined in terms of cumulants evolution and reasons fo r their failure are diagnosed . A new noninteractive model is proposed, combining a linear mea n square estimation (LMSE) deterministic subprocess affecting all the Monte Carlo particles , used to represent the pdf, and a binomial sampling acting on a fraction of them . The scala r lower and/or upper bounds are naturally considered in the formulation . For unbounded scalars, or when the scalar standard deviation is much smaller than the absolute value of th e difference between the bounds and the scalar mean, the binomial sampling tends to a Gaussia n one. The extension of this model to investigate the joint statistics of velocity and scalars is also considered. Numerical results for the homogeneous turbulent mixing of one scalar with initia l values of either 0 o>; 1 are presented . The evolution of the first four moments and the pdf i s qualitatively reasonable. The correct asymptotic Gaussian state is predicted .
INTRODUCTIO N
Using the transport equation for the joint probabilit y density function (pdf) of the velocity vector and one or several inert or reactive scalar fields may avoid some closur e problems associated with the moment formulations counterpart. In particular, the convection and the reaction can b e exactly treated . Dopazo' numerically solved the transpor t equation of the joint pdf of one velocity component and on e dynamically passive reactive scalar in decaying grid-generated homogeneous turbulence by finite difference techniques . The computer time required for such a simple case was extremely large and it became apparent that a statistical simulation technique was a must . Pope 2 derived the evolutio n equation for the joint pdf of velocity and nonconserved scalars and suggested a Monte Carlo technique to solve th e problem numerically . Pope3 adapted Monte Carlo methods to attack convection/diffusion/reaction problems .
The major stumbling block to progress in the description of turbulent mixing by the pdf methodology is the modeling of the molecular mixing of scalars and/or velocity . The contribution of molecular phenomena to the pdf transport implicitly enloses the action of turbulent straining upon the fluctuating scalar gradients and reflects the overall enhancement of dissipative molecular effects by that modulation . Dopazo and O'Brien4 proposed a simple model based o n linear mean square estimation (LMSE) of conditional expected values of a single homogeneous reactive scalar field . Pope ' used an integral representation of the mixing term. Experimental evidence suggests that the pdf of an inert scalar should asymptotically tend to a Gaussian shape startin g from any initial distribution." None of these two model s predicted that feature. Janicka et al.,b and Dopazo' simultaneously and independently proposed a nonlinear integra l model pdf equation, based on the interaction of cells of flui d with different scalar properties. This model led to a qualitatively correct pdf evolution . However, the predicted flatnes s factor tended asymptotically to infinity . Pope ' added extra randomness to the fluid parcels interactions, put the aboye models under a general interactive scheme framework, an d proposed an improved "age-biased" methodology producing asymptotic pdf' closer to Gaussian than the previous models . Kosaly 9 clarified the nature of the random interactions and showed that the LMSE model4 could be recovered from the general formulation . ' Kosaly and Givi 10 compare d the performance of the previous models both for inert an d reactive scalars in homogeneous flows and in a round jet .
A Langevin model has also been investigated by Pope . " This is equivalent to a closure hypothesis in which the actua l system is replaced by another that is "stochastically equivalent ." While this model yields consistent results for the velocity field, it generates values beyond the actual bounds of the scalar property.
Associated with the relaxation of the initial shape of the pdf, is the problem of time scale specification . A time or length scale must be prescribed or calculated in order to fi x the relaxation rate. This problem is beyond the scope of this paper and the reader is referred to Pope" and Kollmann 12 for recent discussions on this problem and on the pdf approach to turbulent flow, at large .
It is apparent that a successful application of the pdf methodology is connected to the correct prediction of highorder moments . This is especially the case for turbulent reactive and combustion flows for which there is a strong nonlinear coupling between low-and high-order moments throug h the chemical source term . The internal intermittency of turbulence is commonly associated with large values of the flatness factor of velocity and scalar derivatives . The prediction of this important feature cannot definitely rest on a mixin g term model leading to unrealistic values of the coefficients o f skewness, the flatness factors, and the higher-order moments .
In this paper, attention is focused on the asymptotic relaxation of the shape of the pdf to a Gaussian . It is assume d that the characteristic time or length scales are prescribed o r can be calculated. Section II presents some basic definitions and evaluates previous approaches to the problem . A ne w model producing a Gaussian relaxation for both unbounde d and bounded scalars is proposed and a binomial/Gaussia n sampling procedure is described in Sec . III. The implication s of this model on the joint velocity-scalar statistics are analyzed in Sec . IV . In Sec . V some preliminary numerical results are presented and discussed.
II . BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS APPROACHES
The statistically homogeneous turbulent mixing of a dynámically passive and inert scalar is governed by the convection-diffusion equation for the local and instantaneous scalar intensity, C'(x,t) . Under the previous restrictions it s mean, C, is constant and the scalar fluctuations, c(x,t), ar e dissipated by molecular diffusion enhanced by the turbulence . The transport equation for the scalar fluctuation pdf, P(r ;t), is ' (t) and w" (t) are, respectively, the characteristic time and frequency fo r scalar variance decay . Closure assumptions for ( ea ) should not alter the mean and should be compatible with the decay rates implied b y Eqs . (2) and (3) . The pdf should evolve toward a Gaussia n for unbounded variables or a "nearly Gaussian" for bounde d scalars, tending asymptotically to a Dirac delta function at r = C. The cumulant generating function 13 (cgf), G(Z,t) , corresponding to P(r;t) can be used to identify Gaussianity.
Recall that the cumulant of order n, a,, (t) 
, where a2 = (c2 ) is the scalar variance; A 3 and A, are named coefficients of skewness and of excess ; and (c4)/(c2)2 and (c6)/(c2) 3 are designated as the flatness factor and coefficient of superskewness, respectively. For a Gaussian pdf,
The closure hypothesis to be proposed for Eq. (1 ) should also comply with the general guiding principles stated by Pope . "
The following models have been proposed and/or ar e currently in use.
A. Integral model s
The model of Janicka et al. 6 and Dopazo' belong in this category. Existing integral closures have been brought together by Pope' under a general framework . The model pdf equation i s (6 ) where ,6 is a dimensionless positive parameter to be determined by comparison with experiments and h is a random variable defined in [0,1], with pdf H(h) . Different models result from different specifications of H(h) .8-10 Equation (6) reflects the random interaction between "fluid parcels"
XH(h)P(ro ;t)P(r, ;t)dh dro dr"
with scalar values ro and r, to yield "fluid parcels" of valu e Equation (6) can also be represented in terms of stochastic particles. The 26'3o, (Ot) particles are randomly sampled out of N, the total number of Monte Carlo particle s used to represent the pdf, and are grouped in pairs . Two particles, p and q, in one of those pairs modify their scala r values after a time step Ot according to
c(4)(t+Ot) = (1 -h)c( 9)(t ) +h { [c(P) (t) +c(a)(t)]/2} . (8 )
Equation (6) can be transformed into a model transpor t equation for the cgf,
The time evolution of the cumulants can be easily obtained from Eq. (9) , da,
(lOd ) Equation (10b) for a2 must be compatible with Eqs . (2) and (3) . This implies that
Use of Eq. (11) has been nade to simplify Eq . (10c) . I n terms of the normalized cumulants , For n = 2, Eq . (2), expressed in terms of (3), is recovered .
For n > 2, the normalized cumulants obey the equatio n dA n =0. dt Therefore the LMSE model preserves the shape of the initia l pdf.
III . THE BINOMIAL MODE L
The previous analysis clearly indicates that none of the existing models are completely satisfactory . The merit of the LMSE closure is its simplicity and its drawback is the inability to modify the pdf shape . Integral models alter the pd f initial shape but do not relax to Gaussianity. A Langevi n model discussed by Pope " for scalar fields contains a deterministic term, identical to that given by Eq . (14), and a stochastic part expressed in tercos of a diffusion coefficien t and a Wiener process . The former preserves the initial shap e of the pdf, whereas the latter causes the pdf relaxation t o Gaussian, but can generate negative values for a positiv e definite scalar field .
Integral models obviously preserve the boundedness o f the scalar fields . However, in the process of randomly sampling interacting particles, p and q, to "mix" their values, it i s apparent that an excessive number of stochastic particles a t the tails of the scalar distribution are "forgotten" and neve r participate in mixing . This causes A 4 to grow with no limit. This is probably one of the reasons that led Pope' to propose an "age-biased" model. On the other hand, the LMSE model4 affects all particles and can be used to modulate th e growth rate of A" for n>4. It is therefore adopted as one of the building blocks of the new model. Another essential point to take into account is that Gaussianity cannot, strictl y speaking, be reached for bounded fields . The bounds of the scalar values should be explicitly considered in any closur e scheme.
The new model formulation is as follows . The sampling for subprocess (2) should cause the scalar pdf to progressively resemble a Gaussian as the standar d deviation becomes much smaller than the absolute value o f the difference between the mean and the actual bounds of th e scalar . Subprocess (2) affects neither the mean nor the variance, which are only altered by subprocess (1) .
Two cases must be distinguished regarding the choice of the sampling pdf for subprocess (2) : the unbounded scalar and the bounded scalar .
A. Case A: Unbounded scala r
The Nf3w, it particles are randomly selected out of th e N stochastic particles representing the scalar pdf at time t. 18 ) where is a normalized Gaussian random variable. The error in using the variance ( c2) at time t instead of t + át is of order (át) 2.
(14 )
The remaining stochastic particles, N( 1 -¡3w,Ot), do not modify their scalar values. Subprocess (2) can thus be specified in terms of th e transition probability, 
HH-((c )Iiz) .

) According to Eq . (20), P(I' ;t) relaxes to a Gaussian . The transport equation for the cgf is
The cumulant equations are readily obtained :
In general, the subprocess (2 ) dan dt -Qw c( a n + R n )
for n > 2, where R n can be expressed in terms of cumulants o f order smaller than n, excluding n = 1 and n = 2. Addin g subprocesses (1) and (2) ,
for n > 2. The normalized cumulants evolve according t o
dA n dt = -Qw c(A ,, + Qn )
for n > 2, where Qn can be expressed in terms of positiv e powers of normalized cumulants of order smaller than n, excluding n = 1 and n = 2. For n = 3, 4, and 5 ,
For n = 6,
Equations (26) and (27) yield An 0 as t-. co for n > 2, and thus P(F;t) tends asymptotically to a Gaussian pdf .
-
B . Case B : Bounded scalar
The N(1 -fco c át) stochastic particles do not alter their scalar values and N/3a. t particles are randomly selected out of the N stochastic particles representing the scalar pdf at time t. Here, ¡3 has the same meaning as for case A . The new scalar value assigned to one of these particles, q, is
where y is a binomially distributed discrete random variabl e with parameters M and P. The error in using the variance (c2) at time t instead of t + Ot is of order (Ot) 2. Setting
Eq . (28) becomes identical to Eq. (18), where now is a normalized binomially distributed random variable. As
M-,°o, g becomes a normalized Gaussian variable, as i n case A .
It is convenient to recall that a binomially distributed discrete random variable, ry, can take integer values, x, between zero and M with probability ,
where P, the second parameter of the distribution, is a rea l number in [0,1] . The mean of ri is MP and its variance is
MP( 1 -P) . The binomial characteristic function i s B(Z) -(' P x (lP)M _xeizx
(31 ) x=o x The minimum and maximum values of C'(x,t) correspond to ri equal to zero and M, respectively . Using Eq . (28), with c ( z) = C' c e> -C, the parameters of the binomial distribution can be obtained : (1) and (2 ) has an effect of second order in Ot. For clarity in this discussion, subprocess (2) (1 -1/4w c zt) into Eq . (28), it is observed that the stochastic particles can take precisely the new scalar value s (1/4w,át) and (1 -1/4w c Ot) . This means that no relaxation of the initial pdf is taking place .
This situation continues until M>2 . This occurs whe n (c2) At that moment the scalar content of the stochasti c particles can take the values 0, 1, and 1 . The previous behavior is evidently unphysical.
A simple way to avoid this difficulty is to allow for random samplings of stochastic particles around each of th e initial delta functions . Subprocess (2) is thus modified in the following way.
The 1 /2N/3wc 1t particles (initially with C' = 0) are randomly selected. The new scalar values assigned to one o f these particles, q, is given by Eq. (28) with M = MI and P = P, , where
and The 1 /2Nflwc Ot particles (initially with C' = 1) are randomly selected. The new scalar values assigned to one o f these particles, q, are given by Eq. (28) with M= M2 and P = P2 , where
C 2MAX = C MAX , and R given by Eq. (39).
Use of these definitions yields integer values for M 1 and M2 . The result of applying the later scheme leads after the , first time step to a result identical to that of the unmodifie d subprocess (2) . However, for the second time step R i s slightly greater than zero and, thus, C MAX is slightly smaller than C FAX = 1 and C MIN is slightly greater than C MIN = 0 ; both M, and M2 are equal to 1 . Then, P(1 2Ot ) is composed of several delta functions at t = 0, 1' = 1, and at some intermediate locations . As time progresses, P , grows andP2 becomes smaller. The probability of binomial1y sampling scalar values near the mean is, therefore, large r than that of obtaining sampled values near the bounds. When the variance reaches the value $, M, andM2 become 2, and new scalar values for the stochastic particles are possible. As ( c2) decreases, the two binomial samplings converge toward the one originally proposed with one M and one P.
IV. THE BINOMIAL MODEL AND THE JOINT pdf O F VELOCITY AND SCALAR FIELDS
When working with the transport equation for the join t pdf of velocity and scalars, the dissipation of the turbulence and of scalar fluctuations for a single scalar, as well as th e cross-dissipation between two scalars and between one scalar and one velocity component, must be modeled . It is interesting to explore the effect of the binomial model on the loworder moments of P,,.c , .
A. Turbulence dissipation
The velocity fluctuation is an unbounded three-dimensional vector field . The use of Eq. which is consistent with the conventional modeling of Reynolds stress dissipation . ' ' Subprocess (2) affects the velocity values of Nfwát stochastic particles, modifies the shape of the velocity pdf, an d makes it asymptotically tend to a Gaussian .
B . Cross-dissipation of two scalars
Subprocess (1) leads to a decay law, 
where wa and coa are characteristic scalar mixing frequencies for scalars a and J3, respectively . The cross-correlation coefficient,
is unchanged by subprocess (1) . This is obviously a consequence of the lack of relaxation of the pdf shape . Subprocess (2) for a ¡3. Equation (51) implies for the cross-correlation coefficient pan, the evolution dp «a _ -(2 -n aa)QwcPaa • C. Cross-correlation : Velocfty-scalar
It is pertinent to recall that repetition of the subscript a implies no summation. The cross-correlation coefficient p "c is unchanged by subprocess (1) .
Subprocess (2) leads to (see the Appendix) ,
where nua is the ratio of the number of stochastic particle s simultaneously modifying the values of the velocity u, an d the scalar fluctuation ca , and the number of those alterin g only the velocity value. Here, nua is a real number in [0,1] . Equation (54) takes into account the correlated dissipatio n of turbulence and scalars. If it is assumed that the stochastic reorientation process" is correlated with the scalar mixing, the following contribution to the evolution of (uica ) is obtained (see the Appendix) :
where /3R is a dimensionless parameter to adjust the numbe r of particles that reorient their velocities" and nRa is the ratio of the number of particles undergoing simultaneou s stochastic reorientation of velocity and scalar mixing and the number of those solely experiencing the reorientation process . 14 Here, nRa is a real number in [0,1] . Equations (53)-(55) yield the global evolution,
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental data of Sirivat and Warhaft' S have previously been predicted "•16 and they are consistent wit h dt (u,ca) -2.6á)(u iCa ) , ca being the temperature fluctuations. For this particular experiment, Wa , 1.6w. This means that the number of randomly selected stochastic particles to binomially sample their new temperature fluctuation values is larger than th e number of particles sampling their new velocity values according to a Gaussian distribution . Therefore nua can take up to its maximum value of unity. Similar considerations can be made about n Ra. In the absence of mean velocity gradiente, ¡ 3R = 0.5 leads to reasonably accurate predictions fo r homogeneous turbulence." For compatibility of Eqs. (56 ) and (57), values of,B in the range [0 .307, 1 .1251 are possible. For /3<0.5 the pdf relaxation is apparently too slow.
It is convenient to remark that /3, nRa , and nua do not necessarily have to be constants . For simplicity, taking them constant yields accurate turbulent transport predictions . However, Eq. (56) 
EvolutIon of (ut ca ) by correlated stochastic
pling of the scalar values, changes in ui and ca take plac e reorlentation according to the scheme in Table III . If it is assumed that some stochastic particles share the Denoting byp and q two stochastic particles undergoin g stochastic reorientation of velocity t' and the binomial samvelocity reorientation," it is straightforward to show that , 1 
£(uiCa)
=
When Ot .O, (A10) becomes
C i t ( ui Ca) = -[*t5'R ( 1 -nRa) + Wat s ]( u,ca ) '
Subtracting from (A 11) the effect of subprocess (2) for the scalar (in order to isolate the contribution due solely to th e stochastic reorientation), leads to Eq . (55) .
(A9 )
